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Abstract. We describe various studies relevant for top physics at future circular collider
projects currently under discussion. We show how highly-massive top-antitop systems produced
in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 100 TeV could be observed and employed
for constraining top dipole moments, investigate the reach of future proton-proton and electron-
positron machines to top flavor-changing neutral interactions, and discuss top parton densities.
1. A future circular collider facility at CERN
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN has delivered very high quality results during its
first run in 2009-2013, with in particular the discovery of a Higgs boson with a mass of about
125 GeV in 2012. Unfortunately, no hint for the presence of particles beyond the Standard
Model has been observed. Deviations from the Standard Model are however still allowed and
expected to show up either through precision measurements of indirect probes, or directly at
collider experiments. In this context, high precision would require to push the intensity frontier
further and further, whereas bringing the energy frontier beyond the LHC regime would provide
handles on new kinematical thresholds. Along these lines, a design study for a new accelerator
facility aimed to operate at CERN in the post-LHC era has been undertaken. This study
focuses on a machine that could collide protons at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 100 TeV,
that could be built in a tunnel of about 80-100 km in the area of Geneva and benefit from the
existing infrastructure at CERN [1]. A possible intermediate step in this project could include
an electron-positron machine with a collision center-of-mass energy ranging from 90 GeV (the Z-
pole) to 350 GeV (the top-antitop threshold), with additional working points at
√
s = 160 GeV
(the W -boson pair production threshold) and 240 GeV (a Higgs factory) [2]. In parallel, highly-
energetic lepton-hadron and heavy ion collisions are also under investigation.
Both the above-mentioned future circular collider (FCC) setups are expected to deliver a
copious amount of top quarks. More precisely, one trillion of them are expected to be produced
in 10 ab−1 of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 100 TeV and five millions of them in the same
amount of electron-positron collisions at
√
s = 350 GeV (which will in particular allows for top
mass and width measurements at an accuracy of about 10 MeV [3]). This consequently opens the
door for an exploration of the properties of the top quark, widely considered as a sensitive probe
to new physics given its mass close to the electroweak scale, with an unprecedented accuracy.
This is illustrated below with three selected examples.
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Figure 1. Left : distributions of the z variable of Eq. (1) for proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 100 TeV.
We present predictions for top-antitop (red dashed) and multijet (blue plain) production, after selecting
events as described in the text. We have fixed M cutjj to 6 TeV and normalized the results to 100 fb
−1.
Right : constraints on the top dipole moments derived from measurements at the Tevatron and the LHC
(gray), and from predictions at the LHC (red,
√
s = 14 TeV) and the FCC (black, M cutjj = 10 TeV).
2. Top pair production in 100 TeV proton-proton collisions
The top quark pair-production cross section for proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 100 TeV
reaches 29.4 nb at the next-to-leading order accuracy in QCD, as calculated with Mad-
Graph5 aMC@NLO [4] and the NNPDF 2.3 set of parton densities [5]. A very large number
of tt¯ events are thus expected to be produced for integrated luminosities of several ab−1, with
a significant number of them featuring a top-antitop system whose invariant-mass lies in the
multi-TeV range. Whereas kinematical regimes never probed up to now will become accessible,
standard tt¯ reconstruction techniques may not be sufficient to observe such top quarks that are
highly boosted, with a transverse momentum (pT ) easily exceeding a few TeV. In addition, it
is not clear how current boosted top tagging techniques, developed in the context of the LHC,
could be applied. Consequently, it could be complicated to distinguish a signal made of a pair
of highly boosted top quarks from the overwhelming multijet background.
To demonstrate that this task is already manageable with basic considerations [6], we
have analyzed, by means of the MadAnalysis 5 package [7], leading-order hard-scattering
events simulated with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO and matched to the parton showering and
hadronization algorithms included in Pythia 8 [8]. We have considered, in our analysis, jets
with a pT > 1 TeV that have been reconstructed with FastJet [9] and an anti-kT jet algorithm
with a radius parameter R = 0.2 [10]. We preselect events featuring at least two jets with
a pseudorapidity |η| < 2 and at least one muon lying in a cone of R = 0.2 of any of the
selected jets. The invariant mass of the system comprised of the two leading jets is additionally
constrained to be larger than a threshold M cutjj . We then investigate the properties of the selected
muons relatively to those of the related jet. In this context, we present on Figure 1 (left) the
distribution in a z variable defined as the ratio of the muon transverse momentum pT (µi) to the
corresponding jet transverse momentum pT (ji), maximized over the n final-state muons of the
event,
z ≡ max
i=1,...n
pT (µi)
pT (ji)
. (1)
Muons arising from multijet events are mostly found to carry a small fraction of the jet transverse
momentum, which is inferred by their production mechanism (B- and D-meson decays). This
Table 1. Values of the zcut parameter for different M cutjj choices. We also present the corresponding S/B
ratio and the luminosity L5σ necessary for a 5σ extraction of a tt¯ signal from the multijet background.
M cutjj z
cut S/B L5σ
6 TeV 0.5 0.39 36.1 fb−1
10 TeV 0.5 0.74 202 fb−1
15 TeV 0.4 0.25 2.35 ab−1
contrasts with muons induced by prompt decays of top quarks that can gather a significant
fraction of the top pT . Imposing the z-variable to be larger than an optimized threshold z
cut,
it becomes possible to obtain signal over background ratios S/B of order one and extract the
tt¯ signal at the 5σ level (defined by S/
√
S +B). We study, in Table 1, the zcut value for
different invariant-mass threshold M cutjj , and present the associated S/B ratio together with the
luminosity necessary for a signal extraction at 5σ.
On Figure 1 (right), we illustrate how a measurement of the fiducial cross section related to
the above selection with M cutjj = 10 TeV could be used to constrain the top chromomagnetic
and chromoelectric dipole moments dV and dA. In our conventions, they are defined by
L = gs
mt
t¯σµν(dV + idAγ5)TatG
a
µν , (2)
where gs denotes the strong coupling, T
a the fundamental representation matrices of SU(3), mt
the top mass and Gµν the gluon field strength tensor. We have imported this Lagrangian
into MadGraph5 aMC@NLO by using FeynRules [11, 12] to estimate the new physics
contributions to the tt¯ signal and extract bounds on the top dipole moments. While current
limits have been derived from total rate measurements at the Tevatron and the LHC (gray),
the FCC predictions with M cutjj = 10 TeV (black) correspond to 1 ab
−1 of collisions, and we
have superimposed the expectation for the future LHC run at
√
s = 14 TeV (red) after setting
M cutjj = 2 TeV and using standard top tagging efficiencies [13]. The FCC is hence expected to
constrain top dipole moments to lie in the ranges −0.0022 < dV < 0.0031 and |dA| < 0.0026,
which gets close to the reach of indirect probes like the electric dipole moment of the neutron
(|dA| < 0.0012 [14]) or b→ sγ transitions (−0.0038 < dV < 0.0012 [15]).
3. Flavor-changing neutral interactions of the top quark
In the Standard Model, the top flavor-changing couplings to the neutral bosons are suppressed
due the unbroken QCD and QED symmetries and the GIM mechanism. Many new physics
extensions however predict an enhancement of those interactions, whose hints are therefore
searched for either in the anomalous decay of a tt¯ pair, or in an anomalous single top production.
An effective approach for describing those effects consists of supplementing the Standard Model
Lagrangian by dimension-six operators that give rise to a basis of top anomalous couplings that
can be chosen minimal [16]. Taking the example of the three operators
L = c¯H
Λ2
Φ†Φ Φ† · Q¯LuR + c¯W
Λ2
Φ† · (Q¯LT2k)σµνuR W kµν + c¯GΛ2 Φ† · Q¯LσµνTauRGaµν + h.c. , (3)
where flavor indices are understood for clarity, we indeed observe that flavor-changing top
couplings to the Higgs boson, the Z-boson and the gluon are induced after electroweak symmetry
breaking. In our notation, Λ denotes the new physics scale, Φ (Q) a weak doublet of Higgs
(left-handed quark) fields and uR a right-handed up-type quark field. Assuming the Wilson
coefficients c¯ of order 1, current ATLAS and CMS data constrains Λ ' 1 TeV (4-5 TeV in the
case of the OG operator) [17, 18]. A naive estimate of the FCC sensitivity to Λ can then be
derived from these numbers by rescaling both the signal and background with the relevant cross
sections and luminosities. Assuming 10 ab−1 of 100 TeV proton-proton collisions, one finds that
the LHC limits could be increased by a factor of about 20 [19].
Limits on new physics operators such as those of Eq. (3) could also be obtained in electron-
positron collisions at high energies by relying, for instance, on single top production [20]. Signal
and background have been simulated using the tools introduced in the previous section together
with a modeling of the detector effects by Gaussian smearing. Exploitation of the kinematical
configuration of the signal with a multivariate technique has then been found sufficient to extract
the signal from the background and derive bounds on the anomalous top interactions, that have
been translated in terms of limits on rare top decay branching ratios on Figure 2 (left).
4. Top parton density in the proton
In proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 100 TeV, all quarks including the top would appear
essentially massless, so that it may seem appropriate to investigate processes with initial-state
top quarks. While a six-flavor-number scheme (6FNS) allows for the resummation of collinear
logarithms of the process scale over the top mass into a top density, this is only justified when
these logarithms are large, the five-flavor-number scheme (5FNS) calculation spoiling in this
case perturbative QCD. Both the 5FNS and 6FNS computations can however be consistently
matched to guarantee accurate predictions for any scale. In the ACOT scheme [21], the 5FNS
and 6FNS results are summed and the matching is achieved by subtracting from the top density
ft its leading logarithmic approximation f
0
t that is already included in the 5FNS calculation,
σ(pp→ X0) =
[
ft − f0t
]
⊗
[
ft¯ − f0t¯
]
⊗ σ(tt¯→ X0) +
[
ft − f0t
]
⊗ fg ⊗ σ(tg → X0t)
+ fg ⊗
[
ft¯ − f0t¯
]
⊗ σ(gt¯→ X0t¯) + fg ⊗ fg ⊗ σ(gg → X0tt¯) ,
(4)
where X0 denotes any electrically and color neutral final state and fg the gluon density.
Figure 2 (right) shows the production of a heavy neutral Higgs boson [22], and compare
leading-order predictions in the 5FNS (blue), 6FNS (red) and ACOT scheme (black) for proton-
proton collisions at
√
s = 100 TeV. For small Higgs masses, the subtraction of the leading
logarithmic terms in Eq. (4) cancels almost entirely the 6FNS contribution, the ACOT result
mostly being the 5FNS ones. In this region, the logarithms in the top mass are small so that
their resummation into a top density is not justified. For larger masses, they start to play a
role, although the use of the 6FNS alone still yields a large overestimation of the cross section.
Predictions including top densities should consequently be matched to the 5FNS result, as also
found for charged Higgs production [23], and not employed as such.
5. Conclusions
We have discussed three top physics cases that are relevant for collisions at future circular
colliders. We have shown how highly massive top-antitop systems could be observed in pro-
ton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 100 TeV and further used to constrain
top dipole moments. We have then sketched how constraints on top flavor-changing neutral
interactions would improve both at future proton-proton and electron-positron colliders, and
finally investigated the issue of the top parton density, relevant for proton-proton collisions at
energies much larger than the top mass.
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Figure 2. Left : limits on top decays into a neutral electroweak boson and a lighter quark. Current LHC
bounds have been indicated, together with the expectation for 10 ab−1 of electron-positron collisions at√
s = 240 GeV. Figure taken from Ref. [20]. Right : Total cross section for the production of a heavy
Higgs boson in the 6FNS (red), 5FNS (blue) and ACOT scheme (black) for proton-proton collisions at√
s = 100 TeV. Figure taken from Ref. [22].
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